ABSTRACT This paper proposes a theory for locating line fault based on the basic principle of time reversal. The proof has five steps. First, the theoretical voltage and current at the ends of the line are calculated based on the transmission equation of the line in the additional network after line fault occurred. Second, the loss and lossless mirror line are established according to the parameters of the actual line. Third, the values of the implemented sources at the ends of the mirror line are calculated based on the conjugate complex of the theoretical values of voltage and current in the first step. Fourth, the RMS value of the fault current is calculated by assuming that fault occurs at every point of the mirror line. Finally, we should identify that there is only one peak value among all the RMS values and it exists at the actual fault location. In this paper, the fault location theory is proved with and without reflected waves by using the transmission equation of a single line. It is further proved in the mixed line that consists of two lines of different parameters considering the reflections.
The travelling-wave-based fault location method shows good performance in AC and DC systems. The key of this method is to extract the travelling wave front. Many digital signals processing technologies such as Hilbert-Huang and wavelet transform are in use [13] , [14] . Based on the arrival time of travelling wave front, the fault location can be calculated by using one measurement or two measurements. The method using one measurement needs to detect the arrival time of the first and the second travelling wave front, while the two-measurements-based method detects the first travelling wave front at both the ends of the line. The calculation formula of this method is simple, but the method requires high performance hardware and travelling wave front is difficult to detect during high fault resistance [15] [16] [17] .
The impedance method locates the fault in the overhead lines that ignore the capacitance. It uses the linear relationship between the measured impedance and the fault distance. However, the low precision of this method limits its application [4] , [18] .
The transients-analysis-based method is also a main investigative approach for line fault location [19] . One representative method locates the line fault by utilizing the properties that the voltage at the fault point is the lowest and in VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ phase with current. The line model and the calculation of the theoretical values of the transients are the basis of this method. For AC lines, the component of power frequency is selected for calculation based on the frequency-dependent line mode [20] , [21] . For DC lines, it is difficult to select a component of a specific frequency from the measured distorted step signals for further calculation because the line faults generate a step signal that transmits along the lines. Some researchers use the Bergeron line model to analyze the transients in frequency domain. But the calculated transients are deviate from the actual signals as this line model differs greatly from the actual line. Therefore, the application of this method in DC lines needs improvement. The theory of travelling-wave-based method has several advantages such as simple computation and robustness against different fault situations. The advantage of the transient-analysis-based method is low hardware requirement.
In order to combine the benefits of these two methods, the time-reversed-based method is created. The time reversal theory was first proposed for finding the ultrasound source in the ultrasonic fields. Then it is used for locating the location of lightning in the space. The correctness of the method is proved based on the time-reversed Maxwell's equations [22] [23] [24] [25] . The application of locating lightning based on time reversal theory tells us that the source of field can be located through the initial incident waves generated by the source. Moreover, if the field contains the reflected waves or the waves come from other sources, the results would have large errors.
There are few essays for the fault location in power networks by using the time reversal theory. In [26] , the fault is simulated in a constant-parameter line model in the AC distribution network. The fault location is then calculated by using one observer after the measured transient voltages are time reversed. The overhead line and the cable parameters are inferred from typical geometries of 230 kV lines and cable during the calculation in the time-reversed process. In [27] , the fault is simulated in the frequency-independent line model in the multi-terminal VSC-HVDC system. The fault location is then calculated by using multiple observers after the measured currents of high frequency are time reversed. A lossless line is used when the fault currents of guessed fault locations are calculated. The method in [26] is developed as shown in [28] . Three types of back-propagation models are established for fault location by referring to [25] . The differences between these models are compared and the lossy back-propagation model is selected for fault location.
The theoretical parts in [26] [27] [28] are simply proved in the lossless line although the simulation case studies achieve good results in loss lines. Therefore, the method proposed in [26] [27] [28] are lack of a convincing theory.
In [29] , the researchers defined a function that is a ratio of an ideal additional voltage in the actual line to a calculated guessed voltage in the time reversal process. The angle of the function will exceed a fixed range when the calculated guessed voltage is at the actual fault point. The proposed method is proved correct by using long-line equation in the line model of distributed parameters. However, this method has two defects. One is that the ideal additional voltage source is regarded as a step signal. The other is that it needs ultrahigh sampling frequency for calculating the angles of the defined function.
In this paper, the process of fault location theory is inherited from the method [25] [26] [27] [28] . The theory proof in [26] [27] [28] are included in Section II-A in this paper. The theory of locating fault in line model of distribute parameters are firstly proved correct by using different mirror lines in this paper. In addition, the novel theory of locating fault in mixed line is proposed and proved correct. In the proof process, the form of the additional voltage source does not affect the fault location result. The skin effects of line parameters are also considered. These two advantages are exactly what the theory does not possess in [29] . The distinctive feature of the theory proof in this paper is based on the equations of the long-line equations which are the same to the proof process in [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] .
II. LOCATING LINE FAULT WITHOUT CONSIDERING REFLECTED WAVE
In [25] , the observers locating lightning are not affected by the reflected electromagnetic wave. In this section, the theory of fault location using time reversal is proposed without considering the reflected wave in the lines. The fault location considering reflected waves is further discussed in the following sections based on the proofs in this section.
In this paper, the proposed theory is proved in a single line in time domain and frequency domain. In practice, the fault point can be calculated by using transmission equation of positive-sequence, negative-sequence or zero-sequence line for AC systems. For DC systems, the fault location can be achieved in a single line of 1-mode or 0-mode parameters.
In this section, the fault location is calculated by using the currents at two-ends of the line.
A. LOSSLESS LINE
This subsection proves the theory of fault location in lossless line in time domain, and the steps of justification are introduced.
The additional network after fault occurrence is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The total length of the line is l, and the distributed inductance and capacitance of the line are indicated as L and C, respectively. Suppose a fault occurred at l 1 , the value of additional voltage source is u F and the currents generated by this voltage source flows to the two ends of the line. Because the reflected currents are ignored, the magnitudes of generated currents are the same in two directions, which is indicated as i F . Because the currents 'i F ' are the initial current forward travelling wave and the wave impedances of the lines in both sides of the additional vlotage source are equal, the currents 'i F ' in both directions in Fig. 1(a) are the same. The first step of justification is to calculate the theoretical value of the measured currents i M and i N . The values are calculated as follows:
where, v = 1/ √ LC, which is the velocity of current wave. The second step is time reversal, which is to reverse the measured signals in time axis. The theoretical values of measured signals are time-reversed in this proof. In practice, the period of measured signals (or theoretical values) is T so the currents in (1) is time-reversed and it is shown in (2) .
where, i TR M represents the time-reversed currents of i M (t). As is shown in Fig.2 , the time reversal of signal is to reverse the whole signal in time axis and the time-reversed signal should have numerical definitions in the scope of [t 1 The third step is to establish the mirror line of the actual line as is shown in Fig. 1(b) , and the distributed inductance and capacitance are set as −L and −C respectively. The fourth step is to implement the virtual sources at the terminals of the line. The sources are time-reversed currents in (2) in this procedure.
Finally, we can obtain a series of RMS values of fault currents by assuming a fault at every point of the mirror line and we should prove that the peak value of the RMS values occurs only at the place where the actual fault location is.
The fault current of assumed fault in Fig. 1 (b) is shown in (3), which also does not consider the reflected currents.
Since the current (i F ) is defined within the time interval of [0, T ], the RMS value of i TR Z can be the peak value for l Z = l 1 and the peak value is 2 |i F (T − t)|.
The important and difficult parts of this theory are to establish a mirror line and the virtual sources in the mirror line as described in the previous third and fourth steps. The mirror line and virtual sources are built from the actual measurements and the parameters of the line. If we could prove only one peak value in the fifth (or last) step occurs at the actual location, no matter what forms the mirror line and virtual sources are, the steps of getting the two parameters can be regarded as correct, which enhancing the extensibility of the proposed method in this paper.
B. LOSS LINE
As is shown in Fig. 3(a) , it is the additional network after line fault for loss line in frequency domain. Based on the transfer equation of line without considering the reflected currents, the theoretical value of current at end M can be expressed as follows:
where,
R/G/L/C are the distributed resistance, conductance, inductance and capacitance, respectively. w is the angular frequency. Z C and γ are the wave impedance and transmission coefficient of the line, respectively. The real signal that is time-reversed in time domain can get its conjugate signal in frequency domain. This conclusion is identified in appendix A. Therefore, the sources are the conjugate numbers of measured currents I M and I N as is shown in Fig. 3(b) . The expression of the conjugated current As is described in the last subsection, the next step of the proof is to establish the mirror line. We will introduce two types of mirror lines in the next subsections.
1) LOSSLESS MIRROR LINE
The distributed resistance, conductance, inductance and capacitance are set as 0, 0, −L and −C in Fig. 3 (b), and it is called the lossless mirror line. The sources at the terminals of the mirror line are I * M and I * N . The fault current (I * MZ ) generated from the current source at terminal M is a phase shift of I * M in frequency domain, which represents a time delay in time domain, and it can be calculated as:
where, β 0 = w √ LC. The fault current (I * NZ ) can also be calculated in the same way as I * MZ , which is shown in (7):
The fault current at the assumed fault location (l Z ) is the sum of the two currents in (6) and (7), and the modulus of fault current is:
Formula (8) gets the peak value at 2β 0 l Z − βl 1 + βl 2 − β 0 l = 2nπ (n = 0, ±1, ±2 · ··), and the calculated fault location is:
The phase coefficient β 0 of mirror line is determined subjectively so it can be changed to β by modifying the inductance and capacitance of the lossless mirror line. Therefore, formula (9) is simplified as l Z = l 1 + nπ/β. However, the results of fault location are not unique, which can be further processed in two ways.
The first way is to select a proper component whose phase coefficient is small enough to make π/β > l as β varies with frequencies due to the skin effect. The purpose of this way is to make the distance between adjacent results larger than the total length of the line.
The other way is to use the measured signals in a frequency band to calculate the fault current in Fig. 3(b) , and the fault current of assumed fault in a frequency band can be calculated as follow:
where, f L is the lower limit of frequency, and f H is the higher limit of frequency. Formula (10) is the definite integral of (8), and the phase coefficient β 0 is replaced with β in (10).
To transform (10) into discrete form, an inequality can be obtained, which is:
where, (9) achieves its peak at the same location, which is l Z = l 1 . Thus the inequality can be changed into equality at the actual fault location of l Z . Because l Z = l 1 + nπ/β(n = 0) is not continuous as n is integer, there are always some functions at the right side of (11) that cannot achieve the peak value at l Z = l 1 . In conclusion, the fault location result is unique.
The method that uses the measured currents based on lossless mirror line has been applied for locating fault in DC lines.
2) LOSS MIRROR LINE
The distributed resistance, conductance, inductance and capacitance is set as R, G, −L and −C in Fig. 3(b) , and it is called the loss mirror line. We can obtain the fault current of assumed fault (I * MZ ) in the loss mirror line, which is:
The current I * NZ is also got the same way as (12) and the RMS value of fault current at l Z is:
A derivative for I * Z 2 is calculated for finding the global maximum of (13), which is:
Let (14), we can obtain the follow equation: Fig. 4(a) shows the graphs of two functions in the right and left side of (15) . Because the value of α is smaller than that of β, formula (15) gets its peak value at least three locations according to the graph in Fig. 3(a) . Therefore, the fault location result is not unique by calculating the global peak value of (13) . In addition, if the value of α is closer to that of β, the wrong fault location result would be closer to l 2 . So the method is not suitable for fault location. In order to solve this problem, we can change formula (13) into (16) to calculate the fault current. (16), we can obtain the follow equation: Fig. 4(b) shows the graphs of two functions in the right and left side of (17) . As is seen from the graphs, formula (16) gets the minimum value when l Z = l 2 . However, formula (16) has multiple same minimum values as is shown in Fig. 4(b) , we can solve this problem through three ways.
The first way is to find a proper value of β to make l < π /(2β) because the distance between the red point (actual fault location) and the green point (redundant fault location) in Fig. 4(b) is always large than π /2.
The second way is to find proper values of α and β to make f 1 (l Z ) and f 2 (l Z ) only intersect at l 2 in Fig. 3(b) .
The last way is to use signals of frequency band to locate the fault location as is introduced in the last subsection.
3) BRIEF SUMMARY
The line fault can be located only through measured currents at the ends of the line without considering reflected current waves. It should be pointed out that the fault current of assumed fault in mirror line is calculated without reflections. Besides, we can also set the fault resistance of assumed fault to be the value of the wave impedance of the mirror line. The reflections will not exist in this situation.
The method based on the lossless mirror line can be easily applied into the fault location in both time and frequency domain, while the method based on the loss mirror line can be used in the frequency domain.
Because the measured transients at the ends of the DC lines are distorted step signals, it is not accurate to represent the transients in frequency domain. Therefore, the method based on the lossless mirror line is applied into the fault location in the DC lines. The loss mirror line-based method is applied into the fault location in the AC lines.
III. LOCATING LINE FAULT WITH CONSIDERING REFLECTED WAVE
The lightning fault location in [25] and the line fault location in section II indicate that the electromagnetic sources can be located without reflections. However, the voltage and current waves are reflected between the fault point and the line terminals. In order to eliminate the effects of the reflections, the voltage and current forward travelling wave are used for locating fault with reflections based on the experience in the previous introduction.
In this section, the fault location is calculated by using both the voltages and currents at two-ends of the line.
A. LOSS LINE
As is shown in Fig. 5(a) , it is the fault additional network after line fault occurrence. Z M and Z N are the equivalent impedances of the systems at the ends of the line. The theoretical values of U M and I M are calculated based on two conditions. One is the line-to-ground voltage (U F ) at the fault point, the other is that the equivalent impedance Z M equals to the ratio of U M and I M at the terminal M . By combining the VOLUME 7, 2019 long-line equation, we can obtain the following equation:
By solving (18) , the voltage and current forward travelling wave (U + /I + ) and the voltage and current backward travelling wave (U − /I − ) can be obtained by using
where, M is the reflection coefficient, Z C and γ are introduced in (5). As is shown in Fig. 5(b) , the mirror loss line is established and the distributed parameters are displayed in the figure. The wave impedance and transmission coefficient of the mirror loss line are Z * C and γ * respectively. After the loss mirror line was established, the sources in the mirror line need to be set. Let the current sources at the terminals of the line be I * Mset and I * Nse . In addition, suppose that a metallic fault occurred at l Z of the mirror line. Based on two known quantities, which are the pre-set current source at terminal M and the voltage (equals to zero) at l Z ., formula (20) can be obtained the same as (18) .
The fault current of assumed fault (I * MZ ) can be calculated from (20) , which is:
It should be pointed out that it is for calculation convenience to set the metallic fault in the mirror line. It does not represent the actual fault resistance.
In practice, U M and I M are measured signals. In addition, Z M and Z C are known. Therefore, I * Mset can be defined as:
To substitute (18) and (19) into (22), the theoretical value
. Then, to substitute (22) into (21), we can obtain (23):
Similarly, the current I * NZ is also as:
where
In order to get the fault location, let:
Formula (25) gets the global minimum at l Z = l 1 , and the minimum value is 0. In order to identify that the location result is unique, let (25) equal to zero and then we can obtain:
After the simplification of (26), e 2γ * (l Z −l 1 ) = 1 which is a monotone function. As a results, the fault location result is unique.
B. IMPEDANCE LINE
In the distribution network of low rated voltage, the conductance and capacitance of the line can be neglected as the line is short.
As is shown in Fig. 6(a) , the measured voltage at end M is
where, Z = R + jwL, which is a per unit impedance. As is shown in Fig. 6(b) , the per unit resistance and conductance of the loss mirror line is R/-L. As represented in the previous sections, the sources in the loss mirror line should be established. In this situation, the voltage source at end M is set as U * Mset = U * M /Z * M . Then, the fault current of assumed fault (I * MZ ) is The other fault current I * NZ is calculated in the same way.
Finally, the modulus of I * Z is calculated as:
I * Z can achieve its global minimum only as l Z = l 1 , and the fault location can be located.
In this subsection, the proposed theory for fault location in short lines are introduced, and it guarantees the expandability and integrity of the theory.
IV. LOCATING FAULT IN MIXED LINE
The actual line that consists of lines of different parameters is called the mixed line. In this section, the fault location theory for mixed line of two parameters is proved.
As is shown in Fig. 7(a) , two lines of different parameters are connected, the total length of the first line is l 1 + l 2 , and its distributed parameters are R 1 /G 1 /L 1 /C 1 ; the total length of the second line is l 3 whose distributed parameters
Suppose that a fault occurred at l 1 , the theoretical values of measured voltage and current at end M are the same as are shown in (18) and (19) . The theoretical values of the measurements at end N is complex and is to be calculated as follows.
The electrical equations at both ends of the line (l 2 and l 3 ) are obtained according to the long-line equation. The electrical equations are shown in (31) and (32) respectively.
Justification of fault location for mixed line (a) additional network after fault occurrence, (b) the fault current at the assumed fault point in mirror line.
(31)
where, (i =1,2)
Because the theoretical values of the measurements at end N are complicated, it is impossible to establish a mirror source as (22) for further process. Therefore, a novel and practical theory for fault location of mixed line is proposed in this paper and it is proved and introduced into next steps.
Step1: based on the known parameters of the line and measurements (U N /I N ), the current forward travelling wave generated by fault occurrence is obtained as shown in (34). VOLUME 7, 2019 where, 'local' represents the wave impedance of the line that is directly connected to end N , 'opposite' represents the wave impedance of the line that the opposite end M directly connected to. I N 1+ in (35) is calculated by (32) and (33), and its solution procedure is in appendix B.
where, = (Z C2 − Z C1 ) (Z C1 + Z C2 ), which is the reflection coefficient at the connection of two different lines.
Step2: in practice, the measurements at the two ends of the line should perform the same algorithm so that the measurements will be handled symmetrically. The current forward travelling wave at end M is obtained as:
Step3: as is shown in Fig. 7(b) , the fault current of assumed fault is calculated in the lossless mirror line ignoring the reflections.
Let the complex number in (37) be the polar form as:
where, A, B and C are the real number. If 0≤ l Z ≤ l 1 + l 2 , the fault current of assumed fault in Fig. 7(b) is calculated, which is expressed in (38) by substituting (37) into (34) and (36).
If l 1 + l 2 < l Z ≤ l 1 + l 2 + l 3 , the current is
Step4: calculate the modulus of (38) and (39), and select the peak value to find the fault location. The fault location is obtained the same as (9) .
The fault location results in (40) are not the actual location. The errors have two parts. The first parts are (θ 1 − θ 2 )/2β 1 and (θ 1 − θ 2 )/2β 2 which are caused by the angle of complex number in (37). The second parts are and nπ /β 1 and nπ /β 2 which are called the periodic multiple errors.
According to the previous justification, the periodic multiple errors can be eliminated by using measured signals in a frequency band to calculate the fault location. However, the errors ((θ 1 − θ 2 )/2β 1 and (θ 1 − θ 2 )/2β 2 ) cannot be eliminated by using signals in a frequency band since θ 1 and θ 2 change with the fault locations. Therefore, the errors in (40) cannot be eliminated by using signals in a frequency band.
In order to eliminate the errors ((θ 1 -θ 2 )/2β 1 and (θ 1 -θ 2 )/2β 2 ) in (40), we can calculate the theoretical values of the errors in advance. Because the errors are determined by the impedances of the lines and the reflection coefficients as are shown in (37), the errors can be pre-calculated as is shown in 'error' in (41), as shown at the top of the next page. Function f (l Z ) represents the theoretical fault location result by using method III. Let y = |f (l Z )-l fault |. Calculate the minimum value of y, and the corresponding value of l Z is the fault location result.
In order to eliminate the periodic multiple errors, the adjacent results (π /β 1 and π /β 2 ) can be moved out of the correct interval since the fault location results are between min{f (l Z )} and max{f (l Z )}. Therefore, the values of β 1 and β 2 at a proper frequency can be selected for calculation as long as these two values can satisfy the inequality as is shown in (42).
[
After (θ 1 -θ 2 )/2β 1 , (θ 1 -θ 2 )/2β 2 and periodic multiple errors are eliminated, the fault location results in (40) will have only two. In addition, since l 1 + l 2 -β 1 l 2 /β 2 is not between l 1 + l 2 and l 1 + l 2 + l 3 , this fault location result can be eliminated again. Therefore, the final result has only one when the fault is located in a proper frequency domain.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a time-reversal-based fault location theory with two measurements. No matter how the parameters 
of the mirror line are set, the proposed theory is effective, as long as the extrema of the RMS values of fault currents of assumed faults is proved to be only occurring at the actual fault location. The fault resistances and fault types according to the proposed justification do not affect the calculated result of fault location. 
